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0. INTRODUCTION
w xLet R be a commutative ring with 1. For a polynomial f g R X or
ww xxw y1 xmore generally a Laurent powers series f g R X X the content Af
of R is the ideal of R generated by the coefficients of f. For f , g g
ww xxw y1 xR X X we always have A : A A but the inclusion may be strict.f g f g
It is of interest to know what conditions placed on R or f and g force
 .  . A s A A or at least A s A A . Here for an ideal I of R, thef g f g f g ¨ f g ¨
 y1 .y1 .¨-operation is defined by I s I . Conversely, it is of interest to¨
 .  .know what conditions the equality A s A A or A s A A forf g f g f g ¨ f g ¨
ww xxw y1 x  ww xxw y1 x.all f , g g R X X or for all f , g of certain subsets of R X X
forces on R.
The case where f and g are both polynomials is best understood. If Af
is invertible, then by the Dedekind]Mertens Theorem, A s A A for allf g f g
w xg g R X . Conversely, if R is a domain and A s A A for all f , g gf g f g
w xR X , then R is a Prufer domain. Also, an integral domain R is integrallyÈ
 .  . w xclosed if and only if A s A A for all nonzero f , g g R X .f g ¨ f g ¨
w xSection 1 reviews the case where f , g g R X , in several cases giving new
proofs of known results, in order to set the stage for the power series
analogs to be given in Section 2. While a number of the results concerning
polynomials already appear in the literature, we feel that it is worthwhile
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to collect them in Section 1 to make the paper self-contained and to show
the similarities and differences between the polynomial case and the
power series case.
w xSection 1 begins by showing that if f g R X with A locally principal,f
w x w xthen A s A A for all g g R X and that for f s a q bX g R X withf g f g
w xa and b regular, A s A A for all linear g g R X forces A to bef g f g f
w xinvertible. Thus for an integral domain R, A s A A for all f , g g R Xf g f g
if and only if R is Prufer. We also obtain Querre's result that an integralÈ
 .  .domain R is integrally closed if and only if A s A A for allf g ¨ f g ¨
w xnonzero f , g g R X .
Section 2 considers the power series analogs of results from Section 1.
We show that a domain R is completely integrally closed if and only if
 .  . w x ww xxA A s A for all nonzero f g R X and g g R X . We showf g ¨ f g ¨
that a one-dimensional Prufer domain satisfies A s A A for all f , g gÈ f g f g
ww xxR X and conversely that a quasilocal domain satisfying A s A A forf g f g
w x ww xxall linear f g R X and g g R X is a one-dimensional valuation domain
or a field. Various conditions related to complete integral closure are
considered.
1. THE POLYNOMIAL CASE
In this section we consider some questions about the content of polyno-
mials which will be studied for power series in the next section. Let R be a
 . commutative ring with 1 having total quotient ring T R . If R is an
.integral domain, we usually use K to denote its quotient field. For
n  .w xf s a q a X q ??? qa X g T R X , the content of f , usually denoted0 1 n
 .  .  . by c f , c f , or A , is the R-submodule of T R and hence fractionalR f
.  4ideal of R generated by a , . . . , a . It is clear that A : A A for all0 n f g f g
 .w x  wg g T R X and the Dedekind]Mertens Theorem for example, see 8,
x. n n 10, 11, or 18 states that A A s A A A where deg g s n or moref f g f f g
. generally where g has n q 1 nonzero terms . Thus if A is invertible orf
.more generally a cancellation ideal , we have A s A A for all g gf g f g
 .w xT R X .
w xActually, it can be proved directly 2, 22 that if A is locally principal,f
 .w xthen A s A A for all g g T R X . This may be seen as follows. First,f g f g
 . w xwe may reduce to the case where R, M is quasilocal and f g R X . So
 .A is principal and hence A s a for some i. ``Factoring out'' a , we aref f i i
reduced to the case where A s R and a is a unit. Thus we may supposef i
 .w xthat a , . . . , a g M and a s 1. Then for g g T R X , it is easily seen0 iy1 i
 .   .that A q a , a , . . . , a A s A . If i s 0, take a , a , . . . , a sf g 0 1 iy1 g g 0 1 iy1
.0. By Nakayama's Lemma, A s A . Thus we have proved the followingf g g
theorem.
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 .w xTHEOREM 1.1. Let R be a commutati¨ e ring and let f g T R X with Af
 .w xlocally principal. Then A s A A for all g g T R X .f g f g
 .The converse of Theorem 1.1 is false. For if R, M is a quasilocal ring
2  .w xwith M s 0, it is easily seen that A s A A for all f , g g T R X .f g f g
 .w x The rings for which A s A A for all f , g g T R X or equivalently,f g f g
w x. w x w xall f , g g R X are studied in 1 and 22 . In the domain case, more can
w xbe said. The next result is adopted from 22 .
m n w x  .THEOREM 1.2. Let f s aX q bX g R X 0 F m - n be a binomial
w x  .with a, b regular. If A s A A for all binomials g g R X , then a, b s Af g f g f
is in¨ertible.
m nym.Proof. Since f s X a q bX , it is easily seen that we may take
n w n xm s 0, so f s a q bX . Now A s A A for all binomials in R X .f g f g
Thus we may take n s 1 so f s a q bX and we are assuming that
w xA s A A for all linear g g R X . First, take g s a y bX. Thenf g f g
 2 2 .  .2  2 2 .a , ab, b s a, b s A A s A s a , b . So there exist r, s g R withf g f g
2 2  . .ab s ra q sb . Now take g s sb q raX, so fg s a q bX sb q raX s
 2 2 . 2 2  .sab q ra q sb X q rabX s sab q abX q rabX . Hence ab s
 .  . .  .sab, ab, rab s A s A A s a, b sb, ra . Thus a, b is a factor of thef g f g
 .regular principal ideal ab and hence is itself invertible.
w x.Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 yield the following well-known result 10, 11, 22 .
THEOREM 1.3. Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. Then
the following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is a Prufer domain.È
 . w x2 A s A A for all f , g g K X .f g f g
 . w x3 A s A A for all f , g g R X .f g f g
 . w x4 A s A A for all linear f , g g R X .f g f g
w xTheorems 1.1]1.3 raise the following question, first asked in 22 .
w xQUESTION 1.4. Let 0 / f g R X where R is an integral domain. Sup-
w x  w xpose that A s A A for all g g R X or for just all g g R X withf g f g
.deg g F deg f . Is A in¨ertible?f
w xIn regard to Question 1.4, note that is possible to have f g R X with
w xdeg f s 2 such that A s A A for all g g R X with deg g F 1 but withf g f g
ww 2 3 xxA not invertible. For let R s F Y , Y where F is a field. Takef
2  2 3.  2 3. 2 w xf s Y q Y q kY X q Y q lY X g R X where exactly one of k,
 2 2 3 2 3.  2 3.l is nonzero. Then A s Y , Y q kY , Y q lY s Y , Y is not in-f
w xvertible, but it is easily checked that A A s A for all g g R X withf g f g
deg g F 1.
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w xRemark 1.5. Let N be an R-module. For g g N X , the content A ofg
w xg is the R-submodule of N generated by the coefficients of g. If f g R X
 .with A locally principal, the same proof as in the ring case Theorem 1.1f
shows that A s A A . Conversely, suppose that for all R-modules Nf g f g
w xand all g g N X , we have A s A A . Then A must be locally princi-f g f g f
pal. We may suppose that R is quasilocal. Take N s Rn and g s e q1
e X q ??? q e X ny1 where e , . . . , e is the standard basis for Rn. Sup-2 n 1 n
pose that A has a minimal basis consisting of m elements. So A Rn has af f
minimal basis consisting of mn elements. But A Rn s A A s A andf f g f g
A can be generated by deg f q deg g q 1 s deg f q n elements. So forf g
all n G 1, n q deg f G mn. So m F 1, that is, A is principal. Comparef
w x .with Theorem 3 3 .
Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. A star-operation )
 .on R is a closure operation on the set F R of nonzero fractional ideals of
 .  .  .  .  .R that satisfies a * s a and aA * s aA* for all a , A g F R . We call
 .A g F R a )-ideal if A s A*. Examples of star-operations are the
 y1 .y1 d-operations A s A, the ¨-operation A s A s l Rx ¬ Rx = Ad ¨
4 with x g K , and the t-operation A s j B ¬ B is a nonzero f.g. frac-t ¨
4  4tional ideal of R with B : A . Suppose that R is a collection ofa
overrings of R with R s lR . The function A ª A* s F AR defines aa a
 4star-operation on R. If R is integrally closed and V is the collection ofa
valuation overrings of R, the b-operation A s F AV is a star-operationb a
w xon R. For results on star-operations and the ¨-operation see 11 while
w xresults on the t-operation may be found in 13, 14 or 15 .
U  .For a star-operation ) defined on R, we can ask when A s A A *f g f g
w x  w x.for all nonzero f , g g R X or equivalently, for all nonzero f , g g K X .
For example, Theorem 1.3 is the case where ) is the d-operation. The next
theorem handles the case where ) is the ¨-operation or equivalently, the
.t-operation since all ideals involved are finitely generated . In Theorem 1.6
 .  .  . w x  .  .  .that follows, 1 « 2 « 4 may be found in 11 and 4 « 2 « 1 in
w x w x20 , also see 17 .
THEOREM 1.6. For an integral domain R with quotient field K, the
following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is integrally closed.
 .  .  . w x2 A s A A for all nonzero f , g g K X .f g ¨ f g ¨
 . U  . w x3 A s A A * for all nonzero f , g g R X with f linear and )f g f g
some star-operation on R.
 . w x w x y1 w x w x4 fK X l R X s fA R X for all nonzero f g R X .f
 .  . w x  4Proof. 1 « 2 : Let f , g g K X y 0 . For any valuation overring Va
 .of R, A V s A V A V s A A V by Theorem 1.3. Thus A sf g a f a g a f g a f g b
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 .  .  4F A V s F A A V s A A where V is the collection ofa f g a a f g a f g b a
 .  . .  . .valuation overrings of R. Hence A s A s A A sf g ¨ f g b ¨ f g b ¨
 .  .  .  .  .A A . 2 « 3 : Clear. 3 « 1 : By clearing denominators, it is easyf g ¨
 . U  . w x  4to see that 3 gives that A s A A * for all f , g g K X y 0 with ff g f g
 . w xlinear. Let a g K be integral over R and let p X g R X be a monic
 . w x  .  .  .polynomial with p a s 0. In K X , p X s X y a g X . Now a g
 .  .  .A A * s A * s A * s R* s R. So R is integrally closed. xya . g  xya . g p
 .  . w x2 « 4 : For any integral domain R and 0 / f g R X we have
y1 w x w x w x w x w x w xfA R X : fK X l R X . Let 0 / g g K X with fg g fK X l R X .f
 .  . y1Then A A : A A s A : R so A : A and hence fg gf g f g ¨ f g ¨ g f
y1 w x  .  . y1 w x w x w x w x w xfA R X . 4 « 2 : fA R X s fK X l R X = fgK X l R X sf f
 .y1 w x  .y1 w x y1 w x  .y1 w xfg A R X . Now fg A R X : fA R X gives g A R X :f g f g f f g
y1 w x  .y1 y1  .y1 y1A R X and hence A A : A . So A A A : A A :f g f g f f g f g f f
 .y1  .y1  .  .R and hence A : A A . Thus A A : A and sof g f g f g ¨ f g ¨
 .  .A A s A .f g ¨ f g ¨
w xZafrullah 23 used Theorem 1.6 to give an interesting proof of the
following well-known result.
COROLLARY 1.7. Suppose that R is an integrally closed integral domain.
Then R is a Prufer domain if and only if e¨ery nonzero finitely generated idealÈ
of R is a ¨-ideal.
 .  . w xProof. By Theorem 1.6, A s A A for all nonzero f , g g R X .f g ¨ f g ¨
But since nonzero finitely generated ideals are assumed to be ¨-ideals, we
w xhave A s A A for all nonzero f , g g R X . By Theorem 1.3, R is af g f g
Prufer domain.È
Remark 1.8. Suppose that R is an integral domain. A fractional ideal
 .A is t-in¨ertible if there exists a fractional ideal B with AB s R. Lett
w x  .  .0 / f g K X . If A is t-invertible, then A s A A for all 0 / g gf f g t f g t
w x  n nK X . From the Dedekind]Mertens Theorem we get A A s A A Af f g f f g
 n.y1for some n. Since A is t-invertible, after multiplying both sides by Af f
 .  . .and taking the t-operation, we get A s A A . However, the t-f g t f g t
operation analog of Theorem 1.2 does not hold. Suppose that R is
w x  .  .integrally closed. For 0 / f g K X , A s A A for all 0 / g gf g t f g t
w xK X . However, A need not be t-invertible, even in the case where f isf
linear. For if R is an integrally closed domain that is not a PruferÈ
 w x.¨-multiplication domain for example, see 11, Exercise 5, p. 429 then R
 .has a doubly generated ideal a, b that is not t-invertible. Let f s a q bX.
 .  . w xThen A s A A for all 0 / g g K X , but A is not t-invertible.f g t f g t f
 .w xw y1 xRemark 1.9. Let f g T R X X be a Laurent polynomial. Then for
n  .w x nsuitable n G 0, X f g T R X and A s A . It is easy to check that allX f f
of the results for this section could have been stated for Laurent polynomi-
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als instead of for polynomials. For example, Theorem 1.1 so stated would
 .w xw y1 xsay that if f g T R X X with A locally principal, then A s A Af f g f g
 .w xw y1 xfor all g g T R X X . Or to Theorem 1.6 we could add the conditions
w xw y1 x w xw y1 x y1 w xw y1 xfK X X l R X X s fA R X X for all nonzero f gf
w xw y1 x w xw y1 x w x y1 w xR X X or fK X X l R X s fA R X for all nonzero f gf
w xw y1 x  w x.R X X or nonzero f g R X .
w xSome important overrings of R X are defined using content. The ring
 .  w x 4R X s frg ¬ f , g g R X with A s R introduced by Nagata has provedg
w x w x w xextremely useful, see, for example 2 or 5 . Kang 15 has used the integral
w x  w x  . 4domain R X s frg ¬ f , g g R X with A s R to study the t-oper-N g tt
ation and Prufer ¨-multiplication domains. If R is an integrally closedÈ
b  w xdomain, the Kronecker function ring R s frg ¬ f , g g R X with f s 0
 .  . 4 w xor A : A is a Bezout domain, see 11 for details.f b g b
2. THE POWER SERIES CASE
 .Let R be a commutative ring with total quotient ring T R . We can just
as well consider the content for a power series or even Laurent power
yn ynq1  .ww xxw y1 xseries f s a X q a X q ??? g T R X X . Here A isyn ynq1 f
 .  4the R-submodule of T R generated by a , a , . . . . Unlike theyn ynq1
 .Laurent polynomial case, A need not be a fractional ideal of R. Forf
 . 2 2example, for a g T R and f s 1 q a X q a X q ??? , A is a fractionalf
ideal of R if and only if a is almost integral over R. In general, for
 .ww xxw y1 x ww xx w y1 xf g T R X X , A is a fractional ideal m f g R X X wheref N
 .ww xxw y1 xN is the set of regular elements of R. Note that for p, q g T R X X
with the coefficient of the lowest degree term of q regular, prq g
 .ww xxw y1 xT R X X and hence we can define A . However, A need notpr q pr q
w xbe a fractional ideal, even if p, q g R X .
Theorem 1.6 stated that an integral domain R is integrally closed if and
 .  . w xonly if A s A A for all nonzero f , g g R X . We next give thef g ¨ f g ¨
completely integrally closed analog of this result.
THEOREM 2.1. For an integral domain R with quotient field K, the
following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is completely integrally closed.
 .  .  .  . w x2 A s A A for all nonzero linear f g R X and g gf g ¨ f g ¨
ww xxR X .
 . ww xx ww xx y1ww xx  .3 fR X l R X s fA X for all nonzero linear f gR* f
w x  4R X where R* s R y 0 .
 .  . w x4 For nonzero linear f , g g R X with A a fractional ideal,f r g
 .  y1 .A s A A .f r g ¨ f g ¨
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 .  . w x k ky1Proof. 1 « 2 : By Theorem 3.6 12 , B B s B B where k isf g f g g
the number of nonzero terms of f and B is the additive subgroup gen-f
erated by the coefficients of f. Thus A Ak s A Aky1 and hencef g f g g
 ky1.  ky1.A A A s A A . But since R is completely integrally closed,f g g ¨ f g g ¨
the set of divisorial ideals forms a group under the ¨-product. Thus
 .  .  .  . ww xx ww xxA A s A . 2 « 3 : Let h g fR X l R X , so h s fgrrf g ¨ f g ¨ R*
ww xx  .where 0 / r g R and g g R X . Now rh s fg gives A A : A A sf g f g ¨
 .  .  .  . y1 y1 y1ww xxA s A s r A : r . Hence r A : A so grr g A X .f g ¨ r h ¨ h ¨ g f f
ww xx ww xx y1ww xxSo fR X l R X : fA X . The other containment is obvious.R* f
 .  .  .3 « 1 : Let a s arb a, b g R be almost integral over R. Take f s
 .  . 2 2 .b y aX s b 1 y a X . Now 1 y a X 1 q a X q a X q ??? s 1, so
 2 2 .f 1 q a X q a X q ??? s b. Since a is almost integral over R,
2 2 ww xx ww xx ww xx 1 q a X qa X q ??? g R X . Hence fR X s R X in fact, a isR* R* R*
ww xx . y1ww xxalmost integral over R m f is a unit in R X , so fA X sR* f
ww xx ww xx ww xx  . y1  .y1fR X l R X s R X . Now A s b, a , so A s b, a sR* f f
 . .  .. ww xx  .  ..ww xx1rab a l b and hence abR X s f a l b X . So ab s bc for
 .  .  .some c g a l b . Thus a s c g b and hence a s arb g R. Thus
 .  .  .  . w x  41 ] 3 are equivalent. 2 « 4 : Suppose that f , g g R X y 0 and
ww xx w y1 xA is a fractional ideal of R. Now frg g R X X so there is af r g R*
n ww xx  .0 / r g R and an n G 0 so that rX frg g R X . Then A sf ¨
 .  . .  .  .n n1rr A s 1rr A A s A A . But 2 gives that r X f r g . .¨ r X f r g g ¨ f r g g ¨g
R is completely integrally closed and hence the divisorial ideals form a
 .  y1 .  .  .  .group under the ¨-product. Thus A s A A . 4 « 1 : If 4f r g ¨ f g ¨
w x w xholds for nonzero f , g g R X , it also holds for nonzero f , g g K X . Let
 . 2 2a g K be almost integral over R. Now 1r 1 q a X s 1 y a X q a X
 2 .y ??? , so since a is almost integral, A s 1, a , a , . . . is a frac-1r1qa X .
 2 .  .tional ideal of R. Thus by hypothesis, 1, a , a , . . . s A s¨ 1r1qa X . ¨
 .y1  2 . .  2 .  .1, a . So a g 1, a , a , . . . 1, a : 1, a , a , . . . 1, a s¨
y1 .  .1, a 1, a : R.
 .  .  . w xRemark 2.2. In 2 , 3 , and 4 of Theorem 2.1, R X can be replaced
w x  . ww xx ww xx w y1 x  .by K X and in 2 , R X can be replaced by R X X . In 4 weR*
w x ww xx  .can replace f g R X by f g R X . However, in 2 we cannot replace
ww xx ww xx w xR X by K X , even in the case where fg g R X . For if we take
k g K, f s 1 y kX, and g s 1 q kX q k 2 X 2 q ??? , then fg s 1, so k g
A A while k g A s R m k g R. In fact, we get that A A s A for allf g 1 f g f g
ww xxf , g g K X if and only if R s K.
Next we give a companion result for Theorem 2.1 which gives conditions
 .  . ww xxequivalent to A s A A for all nonzero f , g g R X . Later wef g ¨ f g ¨
will show that this condition holds for an integral domain that is an
intersection of rank-one valuation domains.
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THEOREM 2.3. For an integral domain R with quotient field K, the
following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .  . ww xx1 A s A A for all nonzero f , g g R X .f g ¨ f g ¨
 . ww xx ww xx y1ww xx ww xx2 fR X l R X s fA X for all nonzero f g R X .R* f
 . ww xx ww xx3 For nonzero f , g g R X and 0 / r g R, rg g fR X « g g
y1ww xxfA X .f
 . ww xx ww xx4 For nonzero f , g g R X and 0 / r g R, fg g rR X « g g
y1ww xxrA X .f
 . ww xx  .5 For nonzero f , g g R X with A a fractional ideal, A sf r g f r g ¨
 y1 .A A .f g ¨
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 : Use the same proof as for 2 « 3 of Theorem 2.1.
 .  .  .  .2 « 1 : Of course A : A A . Suppose that A : arbR wheref g ¨ f g ¨ f g
ww xxa, b g R, so bA : aR. Hence bfg s ah for some h g R X . Now h sf g
ww xx ww xx y1ww xxbfgra g bfR X l R X s bfA X , so h s bfl where l gR* b f
y 1ww xx y 1ww xx y 1 y 1ww xxA X . Hence gra s l g A X s b A X so g gb f b f f
y1 y1ww xx y1 y1 y1ab A X . Thus A : ab A . Hence A A : arbA A : arbR.f g f f g f f
 .  .  .  . ww xx ww xxSo A A : A . 2 m 3 : Just observe that fR X l R X sf g ¨ f g ¨ R*
 ww xx ww xx4  .  .g g R X ¬ there exists a 0 / r g R with rg g fR X . 2 « 4 : fg g
ww xx ww xx ww xx y1ww xx y1ww xxrR X « fgrr g fR X l R X s fA X , so grr g A XR* f f
y1ww xx  .  . ww xxand hence g g rA X . 4 « 3 : Suppose that rg g fR X , say rg s fhf
ww xx y1ww xx y1ww xxwhere h g R X . By hypothesis, h g rA X , so rg g rfA X andf f
y1ww xx  .  .  .  .hence g g fA X . 1 « 5 : Use the same proof as for 2 « 4 off
 .  . ww xx  4Theorem 2.1. 5 « 1 : Let f , g g R X y 0 . Now A s A is af g r g f
 .  .  y1 .fractional ideal, so A s A s A A . But by Theorem 2.1,f ¨ f g r g ¨ f g g ¨
 .5 gives that R is completely integrally closed and hence the divisorial
 .   . .ideals form a group under the ¨-product. Hence A s A A sf g ¨ f g ¨ ¨
 .A A .f g ¨
We next consider the question of which integral domains R satisfy
 .  . ww xxA s A A for all nonzero f , g g R X . Our next theorem givesf g ¨ f g ¨
the power series analog of Theorem 1.3 in the quasilocal case.
THEOREM 2.4. For a quasilocal domain R the following statements are
equi¨ alent.
 . ww xx1 A s A A for all f , g g R X .f g f g
 .  . w x ww xx2 A s A A for all linear f g R X and g g R X .f g f g
 .3 R is either a field or a one-dimensional ¨aluation domain.
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 : Clear. 2 « 3 : By Theorem 1.3 R is a quasilocal
Prufer domain, that is, R is a valuation domain. By Theorem 2.1, R isÈ
w xcompletely integrally closed. But it is well known 11 that a completely
 .integrally closed valuation domain that is not a field is one-dimensional.
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 .  .3 « 1 : Since the case where R is a field is trivial, we assume that
 .R, M is a one-dimensional valuation domain with quotient field K and
 4associated valuation ¨ : K ª G j ` where G is a subgroup of the reals
 .   . 4R, q . For an ideal I of R let inf I s inf ¨ x ¬ x g I . For f s a q0
ww xx  .   . 4 w xa X q ??? g R X , define ¨* f s inf ¨ a ¬ i G 0 s inf A . Now 7 ¨*1 i f
ww xx ww xx  .  .is a valuation on R X , so for f , g g R X , inf A s ¨* fg s ¨* f qf g
 .¨* g s inf A q inf A . It is easily proved that for any two ideals I and Jf g
of R, inf I q inf J s inf IJ. Thus inf A s inf A A . However, if I and Jf g f g
 4  4are two ideals of R with inf I s inf J, then either I s J or I, J s xM, xR
  . 4for some x g R. For if inf I f G, then I s x g R ¬ ¨ x ) inf I , so
 .  .inf I s inf J gives I s J. If inf I g G, let x g R with ¨ x s inf I. If
x g I, then I s xR while if x f I, then I s xM. Hence in our case, either
A s A A or A ; A A where A s xM and A A s xR. But in thef g f g f g f g f g f g
second case, A A s xR gives that A and A are both principal. Thenf g f g
after factoring out suitable elements of R we can assume that A s A sf g
R. But then it is easily seen that A s R.f g
THEOREM 2.5. Let R be an integral domain with a representation R s lVa
 4where V is a collection of rank-one ¨aluation o¨errings of R. Let ) be thea
ww xxstar-operation induced by I* s F IV . Then for nonzero f , g g R X ,a a
U  .A s A A *.f g f g
 . .Proof. For each a , Theorem 2.4 gives that A V s A V A V sf g a f a g a
U  .  .A A V . Hence A s F A V s F A A V s A A *.f g a f g a f g a a f g a f g
COROLLARY 2.6. Let R be a one-dimensional Prufer domain. Then A sÈ f g
ww xxA A for all f , g g R X .f g
 4  .Proof. In Theorem 2.5 take V to be the set of all one-dimensionala
valuation overrings of R. Since R is a one-dimensional Prufer domain,È
 4V coincides with the set of all localizations of R at maximal ideals. Thena
I* s F IV s I is the d-operation and the result follows.a a
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose that R is an intersection of rank-one ¨aluation
ww xx  .  .domains. Then for nonzero f , g g R X , A s A A . If R is af g ¨ f g ¨
 .locally finite intersection of rank-one ¨aluation domains, then A sf g t
 . ww xxA A for nonzero f , g g R X .f g t
Proof. Let R s lV , where each V is a rank-one valuation ring.a a
Since each V l K, K the quotient field of R, is a rank-one valuationa
overring of R, we may assume that each V is an overring of R. Let ) bea
U  .the star-operation induced by I* s F IV . Then A s A A * anda a f g f g
 .  U .  . .  .hence A s A s A A * s A A . If the intersection R sf g ¨ f g ¨ f g ¨ f g ¨
 .lV is locally finite i.e., each 0 / r g R is a unit in almost all V , thena a
w x  .the induced star-operation ) has finite character 4 . Hence A sf g t
U .  . .  .A s A A * s A A .f g t f g t f g t
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 .  .COROLLARY 2.8. Let R be a Krull domain. Then A s A A forf g ¨ f g ¨
ww xxall nonzero f , g g R X .
`  n.An integral domain R is Archimedean if F b s 0 for each nonunitns1
w xb g R. It is well known 11 that a completely integrally closed domain is
Archimedean and that for Bezout domains the converse is true. However,
since any Noetherian domain is Archimedean, an Archimedean domain
w xneed not be integrally closed. If f is a nonzero polynomial in R X with
w xA s R, then A s A A for all g g R X , but we need not havef f g f g
ww xxA s A A for all g g R X .f g f g
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let R be an integral domain and let b g R. Then
 .  . ww xxA A s A for all nonzero g g R X implies b is a unit orXqb g ¨  Xqb. g ¨
`  n.  .  .F b s 0. Hence if A s A A for all b g R and allns1  Xqb. g ¨ Xqb g ¨
ww xxnonzero g g R X , R is Archimedean.
`  n.Proof. Suppose that F b / 0. So there exists a 0 / r g R withns1
yn   . .  .  2 . 2rb g R for all n G 1. Now 1 q 1rb X 1 y 1rb X q 1rb X y
. 2 2 q ??? s 1. Hence taking g s r y rrbX q rrb X y q . . . gives X q
.  .  .  .  .b g s br. So r g A s A A s A s br . So b is a unit.g ¨ Xqb g ¨  Xqb. g ¨
w  4` 4xSuppose that we take R s F Y, X where F is a field, b s Y, andn ns0
2 ww xx `  n.g s X q X X q X X q ??? g R X . Clearly F Y s 0, but0 1 2 ns1
w xA / A A . Thus even when R is an integral domain and f g R X Xqb. g Xqb g
ww xxwith A s R, we need not have A s A A for all g g R X . However,f f g f g
ww xxif R is a ring and f , g g R X with A locally principal and A locallyf g
finitely generated, then the proof of Theorem 1.1 shows that A s A A .f g f g
ww xx ww xx   . .Also, if f g R X is a unit in R X i.e., f 0 is a unit in R , then
ww xxy1 y1A s A : A A s A so A s A A for all g g R X . We nextg f f g f f g f g f g f g
ww xxshow A s A A may even fail for g g E X where E is the ring Xqb. g Xqb g
of entire functions.
EXAMPLE 2.10. The ring E of entire functions is a completely integrally
w xclosed Bezout domain which does not satisfy A s A A for all f g E Xf g f g
ww xxand g g E X . In fact, A s A A does not even hold for all Xqb. g Xqb g
ww xxb g E and g g E X . This may be seen as follows. Since E has an
infinite chain of prime ideals, there is a nonzero prime ideal P of E with
ErP an infinite-dimensional Bezout domain. However, ErP is quasilocal
w x16 and hence an infinite-dimensional valuation domain and thus not
completely integrally closed. Now if E satisfies A s A A for all Xqb. g Xqb g
ww xxb g E and g g E X , then so does its homomorphic image ErP. But
then ErP would be an Archimedean valuation domain by Proposition 2.9
and hence one-dimensional, a contradiction. It is interesting to note that
 .  . ww xxA s A A for all nonzero f , g g E X since E is an intersectionf g ¨ f g ¨
 .  .of rank-one DVR's Corollary 2.7 , but we do not even have A s Xqb. g t
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 . ww xxA A for all b g E and g g E X since for a Bezout domain everyXqb g t
ideal is a t-ideal.
w x  .Ohm 19 considered some conditions related to complete integral
ww xxclosure in R X for R an integral domain. He considered the conditions:
 .  .a R is an intersection of rank-one valuation rings, b R is completely
 . ww xx  .integrally closed, c R X is integrally closed, d R is integrally closed
 .and Archimedean, and e R is integrally closed and every nonunit of R is
 .  .  .  .  .in a minimal prime ideal. He noted that a « b « c « d ¥ e
 .  .  .and none of these implications can be reversed and that a £ e and e
 . w x  .£ c . Later, Beauregard and Dobbs 9 considered the condition ) on
< 2 < 3 < 4 <R: for nonzero a, b g R with a b a b ??? , a and b are associates. They
 .showed that R completely integrally closed « R satisfies ) « R is
ww xxArchimedean and that R is completely integrally closed m R X satis-
 .fies ) .
 .Consider the five conditions on R: 1 R is an intersection of rank-one
 .  .  . ww xx  .valuation rings; 2 A s A A for all nonzero f , g g R X ; 3 Rf g ¨ f g ¨
  .  .is completely integrally closed or equivalently, A s A A for allf g ¨ f g ¨
 . w x ww xx.  .  .  .nonzero linear f g R X and g g R X ; 4 A s A A Xqb. g ¨  Xqb. g ¨
ww xx  .for all b g R and nonzero g g R X ; and 5 R is Archimedean. We
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .have shown that 1 « 2 « 3 « 4 « 5 . For R Noetherian, 1 ] 3
 .  .are equivalent and 4 and 5 always hold. Thus any nonintegrally closed
 . Noetherian domain satisfies 4 even the stronger condition that A Xqb. g
ww xx.  .s A A for all nonzero g g R X , but not 3 . For a valuation Xqb. g
 .  .domain V, 1 ] 5 are all equivalent to dim V s 1. As any Noetherian
 .  .  .  .domain satisfies 4 but need not satisfy ) , we see that 4 £ ) . Exactly
 .  .  .where ) fits into 1 ] 5 is unclear. Since a completely integrally closed
domain need not be an intersection of rank-one valuation domains for
w x.  .  .  .  .example, see 21 , either 2 £ 1 or 3 £ 2 . If R is a locally finite
 .  .intersection of rank-one valuation domains, then A s A A for allf g t f g t
ww xx  .nonzero f , g g R X and hence 2 holds. But a one-dimensional PruferÈ
 .  .  .domain satisfies A s A A even ``without the t '' for all nonzerof g t f g t
ww xxf , g g R X , but need not be a locally finite intersection of rank-one
valuation domains. These considerations lead us to the following ques-
tions.
 .  .QUESTION 2.11. Which integral domains R satisfy A * s A A * forf g f g
ww xxall nonzero f , g g R X where the ) is the star-operation, d, ¨ , or t?
 .  .QUESTION 2.12. Which integral domains R satisfy A * s A A * forf g f g
 . w x ww xxall nonzero linear f g R X and g g R X where ) is the star-operation
d or t?
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We end by defining a power-series analog of the Kronecker function
 .  .ring for integral domains R satisfying A s A A for all nonzerof g ¨ f g ¨
ww xxf , g g R X .
THEOREM 2.13. Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K.
 .  . ww xxSuppose that A s A A for all nonzero f , g g R X . Thenf g ¨ f g ¨
Ã¨ .  ww xx  .  . 41 R s frg ¬ f , g g R X with 0 / g and f s 0 or A : Af ¨ g ¨
is a completely integrally closed Bezout domain with group of di¨ isibility order
 y1 .isomorphic to the subgroup IJ ¬ I and J are nonzero countably generated¨
4  .ideals of R of D R , the group of di¨ isorial ideals of R under the ¨-product.
Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ . ww xx  .  . .2 For 0 / f g R X , fR s A R s A R and fR lf ¨ f ¨ ¨
 .K s A .f ¨
 .  .Proof. R is completely integrally closed Theorem 2.1 , so D R is a
ww xxcomplete lattice-ordered group under the ¨-product. Define ¨ : R X ªÃ
 .  4  .  .  .D R j ` by ¨ 0 s ` and ¨ f s A for f / 0. By hypothesisÃ Ã f ¨
 .  .  .  .   .  .4¨ fg s ¨ f q ¨ g and clearly ¨ f q g G inf ¨ f , ¨ g , so ¨ extendsÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
 .  4to a semivaluation ¨ : L ª D R j ` where L is the quotient field ofÃ
ww xx ww xx  .  .  .R X . Note that for nonzero f , g g R X , ¨ frg s ¨ f y ¨ g sÃ Ã Ã
y1 Ã¨ .   . 4  ww xxA A . So R s h g L ¬ ¨ h G 0 s frg ¬ f , g g R X with 0 / gÃf g ¨
 .  . 4 ww xxw y1 xand f s 0 or A : A is an overring of R X X . Note thatf ¨ g ¨
 y1 . 4im ¨ s IJ ¬ I and J are nonzero countably generated ideals of R jÃ ¨
 4` .
Ã¨We next show that R is Bezout. It suffices to show that for nonzero
Ã¨ 2 4Ãww xx  .f , f g R X , f , f R is principal. Let f s a q a X q a X q ???1 2 1 2 1 0 1 2
2 Ã 3 5 2 Ã Ã .  .s f X , f s b X q b X q b X q ??? s Xf X , and h s f q f .1 2 0 1 2 2 1 2
Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ .  .  .  .Now A : A , so f rh g R and hence f , f R : hR . But A Ãf ¨ h ¨ i 1 2 f ¨i iÃ¨ Ã¨Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .s A , so f rf g R and hence f g f , f R . So h s f q f gf ¨ i i i 1 2 1 2i Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ .  .f , f R . Thus f , f R s hR . Note that we have actually shown that1 2 1 2
Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ .  .  .for nonzero h , h g R , h , h R s h q u h R s u h q h R for1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
Ã¨some units u , u g R .1 2
Ã¨ww xx  4Suppose that frg, f , g g R X y 0 , is almost integral over R . So
n Ã¨ww xx  .there exists a nonzero h g R X with h frg g R for all n G 0. Thus
 n.  .  .  n.  n.  n.n nA A s A : A s A . So if 0 / r g A , r A : Ah f ¨ h f ¨ g ¨ g ¨ h f ¨ g ¨
 y1 .n  y1 .n. y1and hence r A A : A A : R. Thus the elements of A Af g f g ¨ f g
y1  .  .are almost integral over R and hence A A : R. So A : A andf g f ¨ g ¨
Ã¨ Ã¨hence frg g R . So R is completely integrally closed.
Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ .Let 0 / a g A , so arf g R and hence a g fR . So A R :f ¨ f
Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ .A R : fR . Suppose that A R : gR where g s g rg g R withf ¨ f 1 2
ww xx  .  .g , g g R X and A : A . Then for 0 / a g A , a s1 2 g ¨ g ¨ f1 2
 . . ww xx  .  .h rh g rg for some h , h g R X with A : A . So1 2 1 2 1 2 h ¨ h ¨1 2
 .  .  y1 y1.  y1 .a A A : A A , hence a g A A A A : A A .h g ¨ h g ¨ h h g g ¨ g g ¨2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  y1 .  .  .  .Thus A : A A , so A s A A : A and hencef ¨ g g ¨ f g ¨ f g g ¨1 2 2 2 1
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Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ .  . .fg rg g R so f g g rg R . Thus A R s fR and hence A R s2 1 1 2 f ¨ f ¨ ¨
Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ Ã¨ .  . .fR , also. Certainly A : A R l R s fR l R. But if r g fR lf ¨ f ¨ ¨
 .  .K, r s fg rg where A : A , so rg s fg and hence r g1 2 g ¨ g ¨ 2 11 2y1 .  .A A A : A .f g g ¨ f ¨1 2
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